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In memory of Sigal Barsade, who saw the potential in everyone
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O

Prologue
Growing Roses from Concrete

Did you hear about the rose that grew
from a crack in the concrete
Proving nature’s law is wrong it
learned 2 walk without having feet
Funny it seems but by keeping its dreams
it learned 2 breathe fresh air

—“THE ROSE THAT GREW FROM CONCRETE,” WRITTEN BY TUPAC

SHAKUR

n a chilly spring weekend in 1991, some of America’s sharpest
young minds gathered in a hotel outside Detroit. The hall buzzed
with chatter as students worked their way to their assigned seats.

The moment the clocks started, the room fell silent. The only sound was
click, click, click. All eyes were locked on rows of black and white
squares. It was the National Junior High Chess Championships.

In recent years, the tournament had been dominated by teams from
fancy private schools and magnet schools. They had the resources to make
chess part of the school curriculum. The defending champion was Dalton,
an elite prep school in New York City that had won three straight national
titles.

Dalton had built the chess equivalent of an Olympic training center.
Each kindergartner took a semester of chess, and every first grader studied
the game for a full year. The most talented students qualified for lessons
before and after school with one of the country’s best chess teachers.
Dalton’s crown jewel was the child prodigy Josh Waitzkin, whose life
story would become the basis for the hit movie Searching for Bobby
Fischer just two years later. Even though Josh and another star player
weren’t competing this year, Dalton had a formidable team.



No one saw the Raging Rooks as contenders. As they walked
nervously into the hotel, heads turned. They had very little in common
with their wealthy white opponents. The Raging Rooks were a group of
poor students of color—six Black boys, one Latino, one Asian American.
They lived in neighborhoods ravaged by drugs, violence, and crime. Most
of them grew up in single-parent homes, raised by mothers, aunts, or
grandmothers with incomes less than the cost of Dalton tuition.

The Raging Rooks were eighth and ninth graders hailing from JHS 43,
a public middle school in Harlem. Unlike their adversaries at Dalton, they
didn’t have a decade of training or years of competition under their belts.
Some of them had only learned the game in sixth grade. The team captain,
Kasaun Henry, had picked up chess at age twelve and practiced in a park
with a drug dealer.

At nationals, teams got to keep their highest scores and throw out the
rest. Teams as large as Dalton’s could drop as many as six scores. But the
Raging Rooks barely fielded enough players to compete. Every score
would count—they had no insurance policy. To have any shot at success,
they would all have to perform at their peak.

The Raging Rooks started strong. Early on, their weakest player upset
an opponent ranked hundreds of points above him. The rest of the team
rose to the occasion, checkmating foes who were far more seasoned.
Going into the semifinals, of 63 teams competing, the Raging Rooks were
in third place.

Despite their inexperience, they had a secret weapon. Their coach was
a young chess master named Maurice Ashley. A Jamaican immigrant in
his midtwenties, Maurice was on a mission to shatter the stereotype that
darker-skinned kids weren’t bright. He knew from experience that
although talent is evenly distributed, opportunity is not. He could see
potential where others had missed it. He was looking to grow roses in
concrete.

But in the penultimate round of nationals, Maurice watched his team
begin to slip. After gaining a lead, Kasaun blundered and barely squeaked
out a draw. Another player was on the brink of victory when his opponent
managed to capture his queen and beat him. He broke down in tears and
bolted out of the room. One game got off to such an ugly start that Maurice



walked out of the playing hall altogether. It was too painful to watch. By
the end of the round, the Raging Rooks had fallen from third to fifth place.

Maurice reminded them they could control only their decisions—not
their results. To catch up, the Raging Rooks would have to win their four
final games and pray for the top teams to lose theirs. But regardless of
what happened, they were now among the best in the country. They didn’t
have to win the tournament to win people’s hearts. They had already
smashed all expectations.

Chess is known as a game of genius. The top young players tend to be
whiz kids with the raw brainpower to memorize sequences, rapidly
analyze scenarios, and see many steps ahead. If you want to build a
championship chess team, your best bet is to do what Dalton did: recruit a
bunch of child prodigies and put them through intensive training from an
early age.

Maurice did the opposite: he started coaching a group of middle
schoolers who happened to be interested and available. One was the class
bully. They were mostly B students, and they weren’t selected for any
special chess aptitude. “We didn’t have any stars on our team,” Maurice
recalls.

Yet as the final round played out, the Raging Rooks managed to hold
their own. Two players scored big checkmates, and Kasaun was hanging in
there against a much higher-rated opponent. Even if he could pull off an
upset, though, the Rooks knew it probably wouldn’t be enough. Their first
match that round had ended in a draw.

A few minutes later, Maurice heard shouts at the end of the hallway.
“Mr. Ashley, Mr. Ashley!” After a long battle in the endgame, Kasaun had
defied the odds and beaten Dalton’s top player. To everyone’s shock, the
leading teams had faltered, paving the way for the Raging Rooks to tie for
first place. The players erupted in high fives, hugs, and cheers. “We won!
We won!”

In just two years, the poor kids from Harlem traveled the distance
from novices to national champions. But the biggest surprise isn’t that the
underdogs won—it’s why they won. The skills they developed would
eventually earn them much more than chess titles.



—
Everyone has hidden potential. This book is about how we unlock it.
There’s a widely held belief that greatness is mostly born—not made. That
leads us to celebrate gifted students in school, natural athletes in sports,
and child prodigies in music. But you don’t have to be a wunderkind to
accomplish great things. My goal is to illuminate how we can all rise to
achieve greater things.

As an organizational psychologist, I’ve spent much of my career
studying the forces that fuel our progress. What I’ve learned might
challenge some of your fundamental assumptions about the potential in
each of us.

In a landmark study, psychologists set out to investigate the roots of
exceptional talent among musicians, artists, scientists, and athletes. They
conducted extensive interviews with 120 Guggenheim-winning sculptors,
internationally acclaimed concert pianists, prizewinning mathematicians,
pathbreaking neurology researchers, Olympic swimmers, and world-class
tennis players—and with their parents, teachers, and coaches. They were
stunned to discover that only a handful of these high achievers had been
child prodigies.

Among the sculptors, not even one was identified as having special
abilities by elementary school art teachers. A few of the pianists won big
competitions before turning nine, but the rest only seemed gifted when
compared to their siblings or neighbors. Although the mathematicians and
neurologists generally did well in elementary and middle school, they
didn’t stand out among the other strong students in their classes. Hardly
any of the swimmers set records early on; the majority won local meets but
not regional or national championships. And most of the tennis players lost
in the early rounds of their first tournaments and took several years to
emerge as top local players. If they were singled out by their coaches, it
was not for unusual aptitude but unusual motivation. That motivation
wasn’t innate; it tended to begin with a coach or teacher who made
learning fun. “What any person in the world can learn, almost all persons
can learn,” the lead psychologist concluded, “if provided with
appropriate . . . conditions of learning.”



Recent evidence underscores the importance of conditions for
learning. To master a new concept in math, science, or a foreign language,
it typically takes seven or eight practice sessions. That number of reps held
across thousands of students, from elementary school all the way through
college.

Of course, there were students who excelled after fewer practice
sessions. But they weren’t faster learners—they improved at the same rate
as their peers. What set them apart was that they showed up to the first
practice session with more initial knowledge. Some students got a boost
from already having a grasp on related material. Others had parents teach
them early or got a head start teaching themselves. What look like
differences in natural ability are often differences in opportunity and
motivation.

When we assess potential, we make the cardinal error of focusing on
starting points—the abilities that are immediately visible. In a world
obsessed with innate talent, we assume the people with the most promise
are the ones who stand out right away. But high achievers vary
dramatically in their initial aptitudes. If we judge people only by what they
can do on day one, their potential remains hidden.

You can’t tell where people will land from where they begin. With the
right opportunity and motivation to learn, anyone can build the skills to
achieve greater things. Potential is not a matter of where you start, but of
how far you travel. We need to focus less on starting points and more on
distance traveled.



For every Mozart who makes a big splash early, there are multiple
Bachs who ascend slowly and bloom late. They’re not born with invisible
superpowers; most of their gifts are homegrown or homemade. People
who make major strides are rarely freaks of nature. They’re usually freaks
of nurture.

Neglecting the impact of nurture has dire consequences. It leads us to
underestimate the amount of ground that can be gained and the range of
talents that can be learned. As a result, we limit ourselves and the people
around us. We cling to our narrow comfort zones and miss out on broader
possibilities. We fail to see the promise in others and close the door to
opportunities. We deprive the world of greater things.

Stretching beyond our strengths is how we reach our potential and
perform at our peak. But progress is not merely a means to the end of
excellence. Getting better is a worthy accomplishment in and of itself. I
want to explain how we can improve at improving.

This book is not about ambition. It’s about aspiration. As the
philosopher Agnes Callard highlights, ambition is the outcome you want to
attain. Aspiration is the person you hope to become. The question is not
how much money you earn, how many fancy titles you land, or how many
awards you accumulate. Those status symbols are poor proxies for
progress. What counts is not how hard you work but how much you grow.



And growth requires much more than a mindset—it begins with a set of
skills that we normally overlook.

THE RIGHT STUFF

In the late 1980s, around the same time that the Raging Rooks were
learning chess in Harlem, the state of Tennessee launched a bold
experiment. At 79 schools—many of which were low income—they
randomly assigned over 11,000 students to different classrooms in
kindergarten through third grade. The original goal was to test whether
smaller classes were better for learning. But an economist named Raj
Chetty realized that since both students and teachers were randomly
assigned to classrooms, he could go back to the data to analyze whether
other features of classrooms made a difference.

Chetty is one of the world’s most influential economists. He’s the
winner of a MacArthur genius grant. And his research suggests that
excellence depends less on our natural talents than we might expect.

The Tennessee experiment contained a startling result. Chetty was
able to predict the success that students achieved as adults simply by
looking at who taught their kindergarten class. By age 25, students who
happened to have had more experienced kindergarten teachers were
earning significantly more money than their peers.



Chetty and his colleagues calculated that moving from an
inexperienced kindergarten teacher to an experienced one would add over
$1,000 to each student’s annual income in their twenties. For a class of 20
students, an above-average kindergarten teacher could be worth additional
lifetime income of $320,000.[*]

Kindergarten matters in many ways, but I never would have expected
teachers to leave such a visible mark on their students’ salaries two
decades later. Most adults hardly even remember being five years old.
Why did kindergarten teachers end up casting such a long shadow?

The intuitive answer is that effective teachers help students develop
cognitive skills. Early education builds a solid foundation for
understanding numbers and words. Sure enough, students with more
experienced teachers scored higher on math and reading tests at the end of
kindergarten. But over the next few years, their peers caught up.

To figure out what students were carrying with them from
kindergarten into adulthood, Chetty’s team turned to another possible



explanation. In fourth and eighth grade, the students were rated by their
teachers on some other qualities. Here’s a sample:

Proactive: How often did they take initiative to ask questions,
volunteer answers, seek information from books, and engage the
teacher to learn outside class?
Prosocial: How well did they get along and collaborate with peers?
Disciplined: How effectively did they pay attention—and resist the
impulse to disrupt the class?
Determined: How consistently did they take on challenging
problems, do more than the assigned work, and persist in the face of
obstacles?

When students were taught by more experienced kindergarten
teachers, their fourth-grade teachers rated them higher on all four of these
attributes. So did their eighth-grade teachers. The capacities to be
proactive, prosocial, disciplined, and determined stayed with students
longer—and ultimately proved more powerful—than early math and
reading skills. When Chetty and his colleagues predicted adult income
from fourth-grade scores, the ratings on these behaviors mattered 2.4 times
as much as math and reading performance on standardized tests.



Think about how surprising that is. If you want to forecast the earning
potential of fourth graders, you should pay less attention to their objective
math and verbal scores than to their teachers’ subjective views of their
behavior patterns. And although many people see those behaviors as
innate, they were taught in kindergarten. Regardless of where students
started, there was something about learning these behaviors that set
students up for success decades later.

ACTING OUT OF CHARACTER

When Aristotle wrote about qualities like being disciplined and prosocial,
he called them virtues of character. He described character as a set of
principles that people acquired and enacted through sheer force of will. I
used to see character that way too—I thought it was a matter of
committing to a clear moral code. But my job is to test and refine the kinds
of ideas that philosophers love to debate. Over the past two decades, the



evidence I’ve gathered has challenged me to rethink that view. I now see
character less as a matter of will, and more as a set of skills.

Character is more than just having principles. It’s a learned capacity to
live by your principles. Character skills equip a chronic procrastinator to
meet a deadline for someone who matters deeply to them, a shy introvert
to find the courage to speak out against an injustice, and the class bully to
circumvent a fistfight with his teammates before a big game. Those are the
skills that great kindergarten teachers nurture—and great coaches
cultivate.

When Maurice Ashley assembled his chess team for the national
championships, a student named Francis Idehen wasn’t one of the best
eight players. Maurice picked him anyway due to his character skills.
“Another kid was a superior chess player,” Francis tells me, “but he hadn’t
developed the emotional self-regulation that Maurice felt was important.”

And when the Raging Rooks fell behind in the penultimate round of
nationals, Maurice Ashley didn’t pull out a book of secret plays. He didn’t
talk to them about strategy at all. “I reminded them about discipline,” he
notes—a skill they’d been practicing together for two years.

Their character skills caught the eye of the legendary chess coach
Bruce Pandolfini, who had guided multiple protégés to national and world
championships. After watching the Raging Rooks march to victory,
Pandolfini marveled:

Nothing fazed them. Most kids under pressure will start hurrying
a little bit or showing their feelings, but not them. They took their
time, and they were absolutely poker-faced at the board. I’ve
never seen kids that age so cool. They were like professionals.

If a knight on the chess board was a Trojan horse, inside it Maurice
had smuggled an army of character skills. They helped the Raging Rooks
surge as their opponents floundered. “He was always conveying life
lessons without being heavy-handed,” Francis says. “It was less about
executing a chess plan than understanding of self and mastery of self. That
was pivotal in my life.”



Maurice had seen the value of character skills in his own life.
Growing up, he watched his mother sacrifice everything to move to
America while his grandmother stayed behind in Jamaica to raise him and
his siblings. When they finally made it to New York a decade later, they
knew opportunity wouldn’t just come knocking—they’d have to build
their own doors.

After stumbling onto a book about chess in his high school library,
Maurice decided to join the school team. But he quickly discovered he
wasn’t good enough. He poured himself into improving and went on to
become the captain of his college team. When he got an offer to teach
chess in Harlem schools for $50 an hour, he jumped at the invitation.

Today, if you ask anyone in the chess world about Maurice, they’ll
tell you he’s a brilliant strategist. In the middle of a game, if you castle
instead of moving your bishop, he can tell you the number of moves it will
take him to checkmate you, and whether you’ll lose your queen in the
process. He’s played ten games simultaneously against ten different
opponents and won them all—blindfolded. But he believes character
matters more than talent.

Sure enough, evidence shows that although kids and novices learn
chess faster if they’re smarter, intelligence becomes nearly irrelevant in
predicting the performance of adults and advanced players. In chess—like
in kindergarten—the early advantages of cognitive skills dissipate over
time. On average it takes over 20,000 hours of practice to become a chess
master and over 30,000 to reach grandmaster. To keep improving, you
need the proactivity, discipline, and determination to study old games and
new strategies.

Character skills do more than help you perform at your peak—they
propel you to higher peaks. As the Nobel laureate economist James
Heckman concluded in a review of the research, character skills “predict
and produce success in life.” But they don’t grow in a vacuum. You need
the opportunity and motivation to nurture them.

IF YOU BUILD IT, THEY WILL CLIMB


